The present paper is intended to focus on the feminine characters in The Hound of the Baskervilles and The Sussex Vampire. Starting from the analysis of imagery in these two texts I shall exemplify traits of the complex process of encoding otherness.
Arthur Conan Doyle is considered by many scholars just a marginal writer of Victorian literature, dealing with a sub-literary genre, the detective story. Still, detective stories attract people all over the world, and one of the classics is Sherlock Holmes's series. Jaqueline Jaffe viewed Conan Doyle as "one of the few remaining Victorian writers who has not been 'rediscovered' by contemporary critics" (Clausson 2005:4) .
Taking into consideration the fact that imperialism and the woman question are key elements in the cultural complex of ideas that define late-Victorian England, I intend to broach a revaluation of Conan Doyle by approaching the feminine characters in two of his writings: The Hound of the Baskervilles and The Sussex Vampire. They share the metaphor of the vampire in feminine guise, either covertly (in the former -at a symbolical level, of course) or overtly (in the latter). They are overcoded with otherness through rational detection. Like Bram Stoker whose England is a land in love with modern science and technology, Arthur Conan Doyle' detective fiction illustrates his preoccupation with the tension between rational deduction and the presence of the 317 irrational. Conan Doyle's "othering" of the foreign and of the female "is evident in his construction of character traits and placement of subjects in plot positions" (Favor 2000:398) ; his fiction also underscores the superiority of the English versus the Other and of the male over the feminine "other".
In both The Hound of the Baskervilles and The Adventures of the Sussex Vampire, the detective has to solve a case that strikes the common reader as being out of the ordinary. The troubling elements are represented by a vampire and a terrible demonic hound. A character in itself, nature (the moor) is more than part of the setting: it is a covert vampire figure that shelters the demonic hound. The Gothic connotations of the setting emphasize the suspense: "behind the peaceful and sunlit countryside there rose ever, dark against the evening sky, the long gloomy curve of the moor, broken by the jagged and sinister hills." (Doyle 2004:72) . The violent character of the landscape is suggested by means of sound symbolism: violent consonants suggesting wilderness alternate with gloom-suggestive vowels:
Our wagonette had topped a rise and in front of us rose the huge expanse of the moor, mottled with gnarled and craggy cairns and tors. A cold wind swept down from it and set us shivering.
Somewhere there, on that desolate plain, was lurking this fiendish man, hiding in a burrow like a wild beast, his heart full of malignancy against the whole race which had cast him out. It needed but this complete grim suggestiveness of the barren waste, the chilling wind and the darkling sky. (Doyle 2004:73, 74 about the "New Woman Criminal". This type of woman represents a "specifically public form of femininity for a culture that was redefining and redistricting 'public' and 'private' amid modern social change." (Miller 2008:4) As opposed to real female criminals of the time, these new criminal women indicate that this type of woman was a figure of fantasy rather than a reproduction of the headlines of the epoch. She was not a realistic representation subject in her society, but "an imaginative creation within a wildly 318 expanding culture of crime narrative." (Miller 2008: 5) . Critics such as Elaine Showalter have underlined the connection between the intense feminist social reform and such new representations of criminality. One can describe this new type of woman as controversial since in a culture so much concerned with detectives and police, she seems to represent "not the new circumscriptions of modern society, but its new freedoms." (Miller 2008:5) .
One could not but remark that the rational urban Holmes, whose actions are in support of social order, appears in contrast with the chaotic disorder and uncontrollable force of the moor. Taking into consideration Geoffrey Hartman's assertion according to which "the mystery story has always been a genre in which appalling facts are made to fit into a rational or realistic pattern" (Clausson 2005:5) this opposition between good and evil is necessary since the literary construction of the sublime in Conan Doyle and in any other Gothic atmosphere texts is a space that generates danger, terror and death. Nature, a feminine character, appears in strict connection with the devilish hound. Therefore, it possesses gloomy features:
Beyond, two copses of trees moaned and swung in a rising wind. A half moon broke through the rifts of racing clouds. In its cold night I saw beyond the trees a broken fringe of rocks, and the long, low curse of the melancholy moor. (Doyle 2004:79). This passage brings to the reader's mind another "melancholy" atmosphere textthe one written by Edgar Allan Poe. Sound symbolism suggests a gloomy background: the alternation of vowels and diphthongs creating a low musicality on the one hand and of consonants suggesting the violence of the surroundings culminate in the Poesque alliteration long, low curse of the melancholy moor. The fertile country is presented in contrast with the barren land:
We had left the fertile country behind beneath us […] The road in front of us grew bleaker
[+Unease] and wilder [+Strange] over huge russet and olive slopes, sprinkled with giant boulders. Now and then we passed a moorland cottage, walled and roofed with stone, with no creeper
[+Dullness] to break its harsh outline [+Dullness] . (Doyle 2004:74) Such surroundings contain something ominous in them, foretelling terrible experiences. An oxymoronic presence, the moor is gloomy and extraordinary at the same time. One could say it has mesmeric forces: 'It's a wonderful place, the moor, said he, looking round over the undulating downs, long green rollers, with crests of jagged granite foaming up into fantastic surges. 'You never tire of the moor.
You cannot think the wonderful secrets which it contains. It is so vast, and so barren, and so mysterious.' (Doyle 2004:86) The duplicitous nature of the bog's surface feeds on everything that traverses it and generates legends. The covert female vampire generates uneasiness in the beholder, Hound of the Baskervilles mask "a latent instability that physically and psychologically threatens those who seek to transgress their boundaries" (Wyne 2002:77) . They create simultaneously fascination and fear: the moor that protects the hound can be viewed as a covert vampire, a female presence that absorbs secrets and propagates legends:
The melancholy of the moon, the death of the unfortunate pony, the weird sound which had been associated with the grim legend of the Baskervilles, all these things tinged my thoughts with sadness. (Doyle 2004: 93) .
The same feelings of unease and awe are created by the unexpected behaviour of a Peruvian mother -"The lady began to show some curious traits, quite alien to her ordinary sweet and gentle disposition" (Doyle 1994:72) . As the reader might expect, As in the case of the dangerous hound sheltered in the gloomy moor, feminine sexuality in the second vampire story is an element that must be controlled in order for rationality and realism to prevail imagines, what one thinks or sees and which one projects -on an imaginary screen where there is nothing to see" (Alfar 2003:32) . The feminine characters appear as embodiments of this need to stabilize which is inherently and irrevocably insecure. This paper is an attempt at revaluating Arthur Conan Doyle -an important if not major Victorian writer, and its main aim is to exemplify the pattern followed by the detective stories as far as the relationship between the presence of the irrational and the immediate rational is concerned, where the irrational stands for other/ non-English and its rational counterpart stands for male / English.
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The feminine characters that appear as embodiments of female vampires/ other in the two works analysed are controlled through Holmes's rational actions, drawing the reader's attention towards an essential aspect: the difference between male vampires and female vampires consists in the fact that while both of them break social and sexual taboos, it is "the female vampire in Victorian examples of the genre that crystallizes Victorian fears." (Hamilton 2004:4) . In other words we come across the complex encoding of the tensions between the masculine norm and the feminine other, "between the rational world of the detective and the Gothic romance world of the vampire." (Hendershot 1996:13) . The recontainment of Mrs. Ferguson and the explanation found in the case of the demonic hound threatening the Baskervilles fit the pattern outlined above, Holmes succeeding in his effort of defending the Victorian home and the the status quo.
